
Anderson Giles: Transformation, 1985, acrylic on
canvas, 66 by 66 inches; at Reed Gallery.

this time around by the spirited
brushwork. ln a like manner,
Haul is a re-energized version of
lmber's earlier marine still lifes,
the boat gear transformed into
a mess of looping rope ends
and bits of boot and buoy.

Palaemone, Red Dash and
Yellow Sp/ash are built around
abstract shapes and configura-
tions that recall Ab-Ex compo-
sitions, with extra panache in
the handling of paint. This is
lmber pulling out all the stops,
expressiveness of a furious
sort superseding ties to any
specific object or view-as if
the artist were channeling
de Kooning. lt's a persuasive
act. -CarlLittle

PRESOUE ISLE

Anderson Giles
at the University of
Maine, Reed Gallery
"Anderson Giles, Selected
Works: 1985-2005" offered 15
acrylic paintings and two color
photographs by the longtime
professor of art at the Univer-
sity of Maine at Presque lsle.
While the acrylic-on-board
Aroostook Dusk-Barn Study
(1997) reflects the artist's sur-
roundings-northernmost New
England potato country-Giles
tends to work in a more mythic
mode. His paintings conjure
ancient places through abstracted
representational means.

Giles's work over the past
several decades relates to his
ongoing research on Tinian,
one of the Northern Mariana
lslands in the South Pacific, site
of an abandoned air base that
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appearing to dissolve in the blue-
black background. Passages
of impasto, plus applied strips
and patches of paint, heighten
one's perception of a manmade
memorial barely enduring the
wear and tear of the elements.

The subject of Seaf of Lost
Knowledge (2OO1, 52 by 48
inches) is likewise humble and
hoary. A rough-hewn chair
seen from the side has a slight
aura of white that suggests sig-
nificance-like a throne remain-
ing from ancient times. Other
pieces, such as Sacred Nlfe Slfe
(1990), Fire Shrine (1998) and
Rib Altar // (2000), underscore
Giles's obsession with places
of worship and remembrance.

The two earliest works in the
show, Ihe Veteran (a2 by 58
i nches) and T ran sfo rm atio n
(66 by 66 inches), both from
1985, are figural. ln the former, a
single spectral presence stands
in an amorphous landscape that
might include rolling hills, beach
and sea. The latter's setting is
more dreamed than remembered,
with four figures, one of them
winged, striking various dramatic
poses as a comet passes over-
head. The meaning here, as
elsewhere, might be described as
richly allusive; Giles provokes a
range of readings without giving
anything away. -Carl Little

CORAL GABLES

Billie Grace Lynn
at the Lowe Art Museum
Billie Grace Lynn recently had
her first solo museum show
at the Lowe Museum of the
University of Miami, where

Billie Grace Lynn: Horse,2004, steel, bicycle parts, aluminum,
wood, horselail, fabric and found obiects,
84 by 72 by 84 inches; at the Lowe Art Museum.

served the planes
that dropped atomic
bombs on Japan.
"Discovering war rel-
ics, human bones,
prehistoric stone
columns and pot-
tery shards, all on
the same island,"
the painter has writ-
ten, "stretches one's
perception of time
and possibilities."

A number of the
large acrylic-on-
canvas paintings
call up this haunted
place. Marker for the
Primordial //-Cross-
ing (2005,42by 48
inches) presents a
kind of makeshift
cross, one of its arms

she has been teaching since
lall 2004. Titled "U ncanny,"
the exhibition consisted of two
bodies of work: large-scale
wall pieces called "Tapings"
and f reestanding interactive
sculptures. While the "TaPings"
are successful and worthy of
consideration, the sculptures
are stronger works, captivating
and often profoundly moving.

Sculptural reliefs in which sil-
ver duct tape covers the entire
canvas surface, the "TaPings"
have been extensively and
painstakingly hand-worked (the
artist's fingers often bled) into
whirls, rivulets and other pat-
lerns. Taping #2 (Labyrinth),
2003, which measures 58 by
84by 12 inches, presents a
network of straight lines at the
top that leads to a vortex and
protuberance in the lower half.
The image suggests bodily
organs on the one hand and a
machine on the other, recalling
the mechanomorphs of Duchamp
and Picabia. A sense of the
"uncanny"-the psychic shiver
Freud attributed to a confu-
sion of the animate and inani-
mate-is often expressed in the
"Tapings" through the impres-
sion of a life force trapped
behind gleaming metallic hides.

Lynn's interest in the inter-
face between the body and the
machine is even more clearly
expressed in her kinetic interac-
tive sculptures. Hand (2005),
a prime example of her more
poetic and whimsical work, fea-
tures a beautifully carved, highly
detailed blond-wood human hand
(the artist's own, complete with
wrinkles and scars), suspended
palm down in midair. The visitor
is invited to gently rub the palm
and fingers, an intimate, sensu-
ous act that stimulates the hand
and fingers to move in response,
thanks to a visible but discreet

system of strings and pulleys (it
resembles a miniature version
ol a George Rickey sculpture).

Blackmail (2000), an earlier
interactive sculpture, operates
on a wholly different level of
meaning and experience. Lynn,
who is white, was raised in rac-
ist surroundings in Louisiana,
and created this work as a kind
ol exorcism in which she would
confront and expose her fears
about black male sexuality. ln
this work, the disembodied head
of a black man is attached to a
structure the artist decribes as a
lynching pole. When the viewer
grasps and pushes upon a phal-
lic metal rod at the front of the
work, his eyes roll backwards,
his mouth opens and his tongue
protrudes in an invitation to a
kiss. This piece thus acts out a
savagely racist stereotype that
the artist courageously identi-
fies and critiques, the pun of its
title pointing to injustice. Power-
fully disturbing on many levels,
Blackmail is both seductive and
physically aggressive despite
being quite insubstantial, its
complexly engineered system
of rods, strings and pulleys deli-
cately swaying in air currents.

Fallen Angel (2000i2005)
consists of a 9-inch-tall, gor-
geously carved, horned red
devil with phallus and large
outspread wings (actual bird's
wings). When the viewer pulls
a metal ring, the devll dances
and skips gracefully around the
circumference of a round silver
table, treading upon a large
illuminated Bible (it is opened to
Ezekiel) with each circuit. View-
ers must circumnavigate the
table in tandem with Lucifer to
free him if he becomes tangled
in the strings, as he occasionally
does. The implication seems to
be that we are all fallen angels.

-Roni 
Feinstein


